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• Review of CMB polarization and history of 
detection

• Why go after B-modes?
• How to go after B-modes
• On-going experiments and their prospects



Why is the CMB Polarized??

If the electrons at last scattering are exposed to a local quadrupole
anisotropy the outgoing radiation will be polarized

[Animation from Wayne Hu]



“First Order” Polarization of the CMB
• Density perturbations at last scattering produce 

anisotropy of the Total Intensity - T spectrum
• Material flowing (accelerating) along gradients in the 

density field 
4In local ref. frame see Doppler shift along flow direction 

versus across flow direction - quadrupole
• Hence polarization aligned with gradient - zero curl.

4Since density perturbations produce the motion there is TE 
cross correlation.

• Given measurements of T spectrum, and standard 
cosmological model, can predict expected E and TE 
spectra
4…measuring E and TE is mainly a paradigm test



Characterizing the Sky Pattern
• Polarization is a (pseudo) vector pattern on the sky

4Decompose into 2 scalar patterns which measure the 
“gradient” (E-mode) and “curl” (B-mode) of the pattern

Local transform in Fourier 
space
Non-local in map space

Q/U are 
“vector” 
components



Why Use E/B Basis?
• Flow 

induced 
pattern all 
E-mode

• …with 
zero B-
mode



Theoretical CMB Power Spectra

Additional 
scattering at 
reionization



DASI First Detection of Polarization In 2002

Kovac et al Nature 12/19/02

DASI showed CMB has E-mode pol.
- B-mode was consistent with zero



WMAP TE Correlation in 2003

Kogut et al ApJ 2003

Showed that reionization occurred 
surprisingly early



Previous Experiments with CMB Pol Detections

CAPMAP CBI QUaD

BICEP1

QUIET

WMAP

BOOMERANG



QUaD E and TE 2007+

• Still the best at smaller scales approx. 3 years after release
4But no chink in the LCDM armor – everything exactly as 

expected…
• So why keep going?

Brown et al arXiv:0906.1003



Mysteries of the CMB and Inflation
• CMB observations fit LCDM standard cosmological model 

but leave three major questions unanswered:
4Why is the CMB so uniform? (almost exactly the same 

temperature in all directions)
4Why is the Universe flat? (zero spatial curvature)
4Why were the initial conditions scale invariant? (equal number of 

perturbations of all sizes)
• The theory of Inflation appears to offer a “natural” 

explanation for all of these
4…and also predicts that gravity waves of all sizes were injected

into the primordial Universe…
4…which at last scattering will generate B-mode polarization with 

a specific spectrum…

Gravity wave passing into screen alternately 
stretches/compresses space along orthogonal directions –
makes quadrupole. All directions present so E&B.



"Second Order" Polarization of the CMB
• Lensing by large scale structure between last scattering 

and us distorts the polarization pattern...
4Mixes E into B to a small extent.
4Called “Lensing B-modes” – small angular scales
4By measuring can constrain sum of neutrino masses and 

potentially reconstruct projected mass map…

• Gravity waves propagating through the primordial 
plasma at last scattering potentially add to all spectra...
4Based on existing T data we know contribution small.
4Called “Gravity Wave B-modes” – large angular scales
4Characterize amount using tensor/scalar ratio “r”



Existing Limits on Inflation from CMB Temperature+

Keisler et al 1105.3182 sets limit 
r<0.17 from SPT+WMAP+H0+BAO

Sample variance 
limited
Need B-modes to go 
further!



Predicted Gravity Wave Induced Spectrum

Temperature

E-mode Pol.

Lensing B-mode

Inflation B-mode 
Level measures energy 
scale of inflation – but 
note the frighteningly 
small energy range!

Hu et al astro-ph/0210096 Log Scale! Enormous experimental challenge!

Reionization “bump” Recombination “bump”



BICEP1 Results 2009

Chiang et al 0906.1181 updated with QUIET results

BICEP1 sets best B-mode limit to date – r<0.72



Optimum Detection Strategy?
• Go after recombination bump (l=100) or reionization 

bump (l<10)?
4l<10 requires most of the sky:

• Galactic foreground very strong over large part of sky
• Need to observe from space (or maybe balloon) to get 

long enough scans and wide enough frequency range
4l=100 runs into lensing induced foreground:

• Limits to r>0.02 (unless de-lens)
• Observe from ground/balloon/space?

4Ground/balloon much cheaper/quicker
4Balloon/space much higher sensitivity for given detectors

• but balloon flights only order 10 days long
4Space experiments traditionally cover full sky…

• …because they can



Polarized Galactic Foregrounds

Synchrotron emission
has smaller contrast ratio 
(because relativistic 
electrons extend into 
galactic halo)

Dust emission has 
enormous contrast ratio 
across sky (because dust 
in thin disc)



Foregrounds Somewhat Uncertain
• Synchrotron 

extrapolated up from 
WMAP pol. obs. at 
23Ghz
4s/n poor at high 

galactic latitude
• Dust extrapolated 

down from nonpol. 
IRAS obs.
4Need to assume 

galactic field model 
and polarization 
fraction

• Flipping through 
different modelsWork by Jamie Tolan based on O’Dea arXiv:1107.4612



Optimum Observing Frequency?

Optimum frequency 
shifts up as go to 
smaller/cleaner sky 
patch

From ground can observe only in “windows” where atmosphere is transparent

In cleanest patches 
foregrounds 
projected to be 
at/below r=0.02 level 



Optimum Sky Coverage?
• When aiming for an initial detection it is most efficient to 

concentrate all your sensitivity on as small a patch of sky 
as possible (modulo sample variance)

• However because the transform to E/B is non-local 
anything less than 100% sky coverage causes E"B 
leakage  (See poster by Agnes Ferte)

4…and of course since E much bigger this is a problem
4…can disguard the mixed modes (which are the ones around the 

edge of the patch)
• …but this is a loss of information which becomes total as the 

mode size approaches the patch size

• Optimum patch size for l=100 is of order 500 square 
degrees. (At non-polar latitudes forced to split into 3-4 patches around sky)



Optimum Experimental Design?
• Bigger aperture = higher angular resolution = higher cost

4l=100 corresponds to angular scales of 2 degrees (4x the 
diameter of the full moon). Even 30cm aperture gives 0.5 deg 
beam at 150GHz

4However lensing B-modes require much bigger aperture (2-3 
meter)

• Bolometer detectors currently most sensitive on per 
channel basis
4However HEMT amplifiers also worth considering

• Both types of detector can be used in direct imaging or 
interferometer configurations

• Inflationary science is so important it makes sense to 
pursue a variety of experimental strategies and designs



Beam Systematics
• Need to modulate polarization sensitivity direction and/or 

take simultaneous difference of orthogonal detectors (to 
overcome 1/f and/or sky noise)
4If modulating must not change beam position/shape
4If differencing both halves of pair must have same beam 

position/shape
• Or will get T"B leakage – and T is huge!

• Generally beam imperfections are fraction of beam width
4So much more critical for big beam experiments
4However can partially cancel by rotating whole telescope –

which is much easier to do for small aperture

• Analysis mitigation of beam imperfections is possible
4But may pay a penalty in terms of E"B leakage



Current/Future Experimental Efforts
• Space: Planck
• Balloon: EBEX, SPIDER, PIPER

• Ground based:
4Chile: QUIET, POLARBEAR, ABS, ACTpol,

CLASS
4Other: QUBIC, (QUIJOTE, …)
4South Pole: SPTpol, BICEP/Keck-Array, POLAR1

• Many of these experiments are making claims of r 
limits around 0.02 – but which ones will really deliver?

Color code: Small aperture, HEMT based, Interferometer



Planck

l Planck largely attained its instantaneous sensitivity goals
l HFI finished survey operations in January, 2012

l LFI continues its survey, perhaps until end 2012
l A first set of 1-year CMB papers will be released in early 

2013, but will not include polarization.
l Planck is the only experiment going after the l<10 peak
l The full mission including CMB Polarization will be 

released at the beginning of 2014.
l If systematics can be controlled appropriately, with the obtained 

sensitivity and observing time expect to do better than r ~ 0.05
(arXiv:0903.0345).



EBEX

• 1500 TES detectors, 1.5 meter aperture, on balloon
4150, 250, 410GHz

• Test flight occurred 2009, Planning circumpolar flight 
late 2012

CREAM Trajectory



SPIDER

• “Keck-Array on a Balloon”
4Six individual 30cm refractors, 3000 TES total, one 

freq per telescope (90, 150, 280GHz)

• In advanced state of construction
4Fly circumpolar end 2013?





QUIET

• Ground based – in 
Chile

• Uses HEMTs
• Observations finished
• Result out r<2.2

4New result soon

• See talk by Laura 
Newburgh…



POLARBEAR

• Ground based – in 
Chile

• Looks like a mini SPT!
• 1300 TES detectors at 

150GHz, 4 arcmin
beam

• Recently started 
observing

• See talk by Haruki 
Nishino…



Smaller experiment 

0.3 K detectors
4 K all reflective optics
240 feeds at 150GHz

Mini telescope – 0.3m
1 cubic meter cryostat

Atacama B-mode Search

J
H
U

r~0.03 depending on 
foregrounds etc.



ACTpol

(Niemack et al., SPIE 2010)

• ACT is Existing 6m telescope in Chile
• Polarimeter being fabricated
• Deploy with 1 (of 3) arrays in first half 2012
• Not emphasizing gravity wave detection(!)



CLASS

• The mystery experiment…
4All that google knows is that it got $5M of 

stimulus money, is led by Chuck Bennet
(WMAP PI), and will be in Chile



QUBIC

• Unique bolometric interferometer
• See talk by Marie-Anne Bigot-Sazy…



SPTpol

• SPT SZ camera has just 
been removed and replaced 
with a polarimeter

• 1500 TES detectors total at 
100 and 150GHz

• See talk by Clarence 
Chang…



BICEP1 (2006 – 2008)
30cm refractor
96 NTD bolometers (same 
kind as Planck)
Best published limits on r 
from B-modes – r<0.72

BICEP2 (2010 – 2012)
Same optics as BICEP1
500 TES bolometers at 150 GHz
10x faster than BICEP1

Keck-Array (2011 – 2015)
5 BICEP2 like receivers
2500 TES bolometers
5x faster than BICEP2

BICEP " BICEP2 " Keck-Array



BICEP/Keck Approach to Inflation Detection:

• Use small aperture - compact, cheap, mass-
producible telescopes. (Single purpose)

• Observe relentlessly from the South Pole 
through the long Antarctic night

• Observe only the amount of sky needed to 
separate E/B-modes at l=100 bump

• Observe the cleanest sky at the “sweet spot” 
frequency of 150GHz until B-modes detected
4Cosmological or otherwise!

• Then go multi frequency…



BICEP2: Switch to monolithic 
focal plane technology

BICEP1

48
150 GHz 
detectors

BICEP2

512
150 GHz 
detectors

JPL : antenna-coupled TES arrays



BICEP2 Proven On Sky Sensitivity

Factor 12 better than BICEP1!



BICEP1 vs BICEP2 E/B Maps

• Using only half a season of data BICEP2 B-mode maps already show 
far lower B-mode power than BICEP1

•These maps are a B-mode limit many times better than BICEP1’s
• 2 seasons of BICEP2 data already in the can! (and under analysis)

E-m
ode m

ap signal dom
inated

–
little change

B
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ode m
ap noise is w
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Keck Array

• Five copies of BICEP2 on 
the old DASI platform
42500 TES detectors.

• Pulse tube coolers – no 
more liquid helium

• 2011 season had 3 
receivers, now running 
with 5 for 2012… C. Sheehy



Beyond Keck – POLAR1 to POLAR-Array

• POLAR1 is under construction to deploy late 2013
46000 detectors on a 2m telescope

• Pathfinder for an array of up to 8 such telescopes
4Goal is to make definitive CMB Lensing Survey



Post Planck Space Mission?

• NASA sponsored study completed in 2009 (EPIC)
42010 Decadal Survey recommends continue ground/balloon 

program and revisit possibility of space mission mid decade.

• European 2010 B-Pol proposal to ESA not selected.
• My personal opinion is that without hints of an 

inflationary signal from the ground/balloon there will not 
be a further space mission
4We currently know no reason why we can’t get to r=0.01 from 

the ground/balloon - and probing beyond to r=0.001 is not 
compelling enough to justify $1B

• However if we do find hints of signal everything 
changes…



Conclusions
• Inflation is the best cosmogenic theory we have

4If we are lucky it left a specific detectable imprint in 
the B-mode polarization of the CMB

• So the race is on:
4Many groups pushing hard and sensitivity improving 

rapidly.
4Most experiments targeting the l=90 bump (observing 

smaller regions of sky)
4If r>0.02 we should detect soon! (few year timescale)
4If not then fighting galactic and lensing foregrounds 

will take years but probably can eventually get 
substantially lower – even from the ground/balloon



View toward station & mast source
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A-B Difference Map

Differential Pointing 
• From far-field maps of unpolarized sources

- knowledge is extremely good
• 2’ pointing offset  between A & B channels
• Heavily mitigated by “deck” rotation – further 
suppression in analysis

Response to a Polarized Source
A Polarization B Polarization

Response to an Unpolarized Source

Precision Beam Mapping



Why observe from the South Pole?
• Extremely stable, dry atmosphere

4Due to cold and altitude ~ 10,500 feet.

• Sun below horizon for 6 months
4Install/upgrade in summer (day), observe in winter 

(night)

• Fantastic observing efficiency:
4Best target region: “Southern Hole” observable 24/7
4Easy access to telescope (!?)
4Simple, low-cost (to us) logistics (!?)



BICEP / Keck : map depth & sensitivity to r

We will detect B-mode 
– will then go multi frequency to determine if cosmological


